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This winter has been lovely in the preserves. With the snow, ice, hoar frost, and freezing fog the prairies, 
wetlands and woodlands were covered in a coating of glistening white that made everything seem magical. The snow 
and frozen ground make winter the ideal time for Natural Resource crew to get out and start the winter brush season. 
Winter is also the perfect time for crew to spread the seed that is designated for units that are under restoration or 
where we are creating new plantings. 

 

 

The creek at Chief Shabbona Forest Preserve dressed up for winter. 



Every winter we try to spend a week in each preserve clearing brush. In most cases we are removing 
Honeysuckle or Buckthorn. These are our most prevalent invasive shrub species and they are present in most all of the 
preserves. We cut the brush and treat the stumps with herbicide to reduce the chance of the shrub resprouting. In the 
spring and summer, we will return to the sites to check for and spray resprouts. These restorations are long term 
projects but over time and with attention to detail we make progress. 

At most of our wetland sites the native sandbar willow can become aggressive and create colonies that will 
suppress native wetland vegetation and create monocultures. In the past these trees were likely kept under control by 
beaver populations. Since we don’t have many beavers in the re-created wetlands, we have to mimic what their activity 
would have done to keep this species under control. One preserve where we do have beaver is Afton. The beaver at 
Afton tend to dam up our water control structure for the Ideal wetland mitigation and when we have to clear the 
structure, we are typically pulling mostly Sandbar Willow out of the beaver made dam. Their activity there is a bit of a 
nuisance for us because we want to keep the water in the wetlands at a certain level. We have been contemplating 
methods of working with the industrious mammals instead of against.  

 

       Before Willow clearing at South Branch Prairie.                              After Willow clearing at South Branch Prairie. 

 

Buckthorn stump cut at MacQueen Forest Preserve.  



Seed spreading is best done this time of year. We essentially follow mother natures guidance on this one. When 
flowers are pollinated, (thank you bees!) the eventual outcome is the formation of seed. Some seed is ready to be 
collected in early summer, some mid-summer, with a majority ready late summer into fall. After the seed is ripe it would 
naturally spread itself around using several different dispersal methods. Some the wind, some birds will help, some 
would rely on mammal’s fur, and others on water fluctuation. Typically finding their way down to the soil before winter 
sets in. Once in the soil cold temperatures and moisture would break the seeds hard outer coat, called stratification. 
When spring arrives, the new seedlings will emerge.  

We mimic mother nature’s method. Seed is collected throughout the growing season and is dried and 
processed. This seed is used in several ways; some will be held and used to grow plants in our hoop house at Afton, 
some will be spread into areas where we have been beating back invasive plants, and some will be used to create new 
habitats, a re-creation, in old pastures, former crop land, or former turf grass areas throughout the district. 

This year our major seeding effort was focused at the South Afton Wetland mitigation bank. This roughly 24-acre 
wetland re-creation has been in the planning process for several years. After some redesign, and weather issues the 
construction phase was finished this summer.  After the bulldozers and backhoes left the site it was the restoration 
teams turn to take over. We seeded 24 acres with 12 acres worth of seed late summer 2020 and then again in January 
2021. We split the purchased seed in half because there was some concern that if we had droughty conditions or some 
other weather event that caused an issue with seed germination that we would have a backup seeding at a more 
appropriate time. We had some early plants that were seeded last summer show themselves this fall. This is a good sign 
that this spring and summer in the wetland bank will be very interesting botanically. 

Seed was also spread at Kishwaukee River, Potawatomie, South Branch Prairie, Merritt, Shabbona, 
Wilkinson/Renwick, and along the Great Western Trial. These seedings add diversity to areas that have been under 
restoration. This step isn’t the final one, there will always be weeds to battle, but it is a step that shows the work that 
has been done in these areas has progressed to the point where the invasive species have been pushed back enough 
that reintroducing native plant species is safe and beneficial.  

 

 

Seeding South Afton Wetland Mitigation Bank 



 

Simon, Patrick, and Damon seeding at South Afton Mitigation Bank 

 

Seed after being spread on snow. It will move down to soil throughout the winter. 

 

 

 



 Some of our stewards have continued to work in their designated individual sites that were set up due to Covid 
restrictions. We are hopeful that we will be able to get back together as a group sometime in spring of 2021. Our 
stewardship group is one of our best means of community outreach, voluteer recruitment, and spreading the word of 
how great our preserves are. During Covid our preserves are places where people can go that are safe and can help with 
mental and physical health. We have seen an increase in preserve visitors and have had many comments from visitors 
that they didn’t know about all of the district’s great preserves, habitats, and trails. Hopefully this will translate into 
increased interest in our stewardship activities and volunteerism in the future. 

 

Some of our stewards planting at Merritt Prairie in 2019. 

 



                                                      
                              From Russell Woods Natural Resource Center Educator Peggy Doty…… 

The Wee Naturalist program continues in 2021!  This program for 4 to 7 year old children is offered once 

a month for $5.00 per month.  You can get the past three months from 2020 as well when you go into 

the registration.  They are recorded and released the first Saturday of each month (January 2021 was 

the second Saturday due to the holiday) so they can be viewed at your convenience or when your kiddo 

has an interest in seeing it.  Each lesson is based on a children’s book and has a minimum of three 

videos, none of which is more than about 20 minutes and most are shorter for the shorter attention 

span of the age.  There is the lesson, then the story, as well as a hike on our Wee Nat Trail.  Peggy tends 

to get excited and adds bonus videos at no additional cost. January has 5 videos.  If you have any 

questions regarding our program, please don’t hesitate to reach out to Peggy.  This is being offered state 

wide in hopes of some pandemic cost recovery.  If you know of anyone else who might be interested in 

being a part of this adventure, please share our registration link below with them so that they can get 

signed up to join in on the fun. For $35 you can have 7 lessons for kids, grandkids or an entire classroom 

of students. Have a favorite teacher?    

 

Registration: https://web.extension.illinois.edu/registration/?RegistrationID=22602 

 

Thank you for checking it out. 

Peggy 
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Don’t miss out on the benefits of the solitude.  
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